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ABSTRACT: In this paper, a smart advanced door lock system is proposed for home mechanization. An advanced 

door lock system is hardware that utilizes the computerized data, for example, a secret code, semi-conductors, 

keen card, and fingerprints as the strategy for validation rather than the heritage key system. In our proposed 

system, a ZigBee module is inserted in advanced door lock and the door lock goes about as a focal principle 

controller of the general home robotization system. Actually, our proposed system is the system of sensor hubs 

and actuators with computerized door lock as base station. A door lock system proposed here comprises of RFID 

peruser for client confirmation, contact LCD, engine module for opening and shutting of the door, sensor 

modules for identifying the condition inside the house, correspondence module, and control module for 

controlling different modules. Sensor hubs for condition detecting are conveyed at fitting spots at home. Status 

of individual ZigBee module can be observed and constrained by the concentrated controller, advanced door 

lock. As the door lock is the first and last thing individuals run over in entering and leaving the home separately, 

the home mechanization work in advanced door lock system empowers client to helpfully control and screen 

home condition and condition at the same time before going into or going out. Besides, it likewise permits clients 

to remotely screen the condition inside the house through Internet or some other open system. The greatest 

favourable position of our proposed system over existing ones is that it very well may be effortlessly introduced 

when and where essential without prerequisite of any foundations and legitimate arranging.  
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INTRODUCTION 

Home computerization system is a mechanized, smart system of electronic gadgets, intended to 

screen and control the home apparatuses and lighting systems in a structure. It permits clients to 

remotely screen and control buyer hardware through the outer system, for example, Internet. 

Home mechanization is the developing field that has pulled in the consideration in both the 

business and research field. Albeit wired home systems were celebrated at the early 

improvements of home mechanization systems, these days remote correspondence is supplanting 

the wired system which are extremely untidy and furthermore hard to arrangement. Fig. 1 shows 

the examination between the commonplace wired home server and our proposed shrewd 

advanced door lock system. As appeared in the figure, wired system requires appropriate 

arranging and development works for effective and clean structure [1].  

It is the explanation remote interchanges are supplanting the wired ones. Besides, remote system 

gives greater adaptability and extensibility. That is, its establishment is liberated from 

development works since it requires no cabling works [2]. Albeit a significant number of remote 

system arrangements, for example, Bluetooth, Ultra-Wide Band (UWB), Wireless Ethernet, and 

some more, are in the zone of home systems administration, ZigBee, a recently creating 

convention for remote sensor systems dependent on the IEEE 802.15.4 determination, has 

become the most fascination procedure in the examination and business areas as a result of open 

norm, minimal effort, and low force attributes [3]. Along these lines, contrasting with the 

different remote advances, ZigBee convention is appropriate for system conditions, which 

requests less force utilization and lower information rates prerequisites.  

The ongoing arrival of principles in the field, for example, IEEE 802.15.4 and ZigBee, brought 

the innovation out of research labs and animated the advancement of various business items, for 

example, home robotization, building computerization, and utility metering. ZigBee has been 

generally utilized in sensor arrange applications and as of late, it is additionally been utilized for 

building home computerization systems. Shows the business application that can be worked over 
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ZigBee. Impressive works have been done in home computerization worked over ZigBee and a 

few associations are additionally giving their works monetarily. In spite of the fact that the 

ZigBee based home robotization system is in the early improvement stage, the vast majority of 

the works till date center essentially around home computerization giving constrained or no 

security to home [4].  

Along these lines, everyone think of the novel methodology of incorporating home security with 

the home computerization. Aside from the inalienable door security gave by inheritance door 

lock, our system drive the security above and beyond by insurance home against the distinctive 

unnatural condition, for example, theft, fire breakout, gas spillage, and comparable catastrophes 

[5].  

Moreover, it develops home computerization by giving the ace control board to significant home 

apparatuses and lighting system at advanced door lock and turning the home machines on/off 

contingent upon individual’s nearness and nonattendance. In this work, ZigBee arrange is taken 

as the foundation of our system. An advanced door lock based home mechanization system is 

proposed, which misuses the full limit of ZigBee sensor organize by coordinating home security 

with home computerization. In our proposed system, a ZigBee module is inserted in advanced 

door lock and the door lock goes about as the focal primary controller of the whole system.  

 

Figure 1. Typical Wired Home Server System vs. Proposed Smart Door Lock based 

Server System. 

Our proposed system is the system of sensor hubs with advanced door lock as base station. Sensor 

hubs are conveyed at suitable places at home. Likewise, ZigBee modules joined by ZigBee hand-

off module are appended to the significant home apparatuses for controlling the force condition. 

The whole system can be checked and controlled through the computerized door lock. As the 

door lock is the first and last thing individuals run over while entering and leaving the home 

separately, the home mechanization work in advanced door lock system empowers client to 

control and screen home condition and condition from a solitary ace control board before going 

into or going out. Besides, it additionally permits clients to remotely screen the condition inside 

the house through Internet or some other open system. Our proposed system can be effectively 

introduced anyplace (old or new structures) without necessity of any foundations and arranging 

which is the greatest preferred position over existing ones.  

STRUCTURE OF PROPOSED SMART DIGITAL DOOR LOCK SYSTEM 

In this segment, the concise depiction of proposed system followed by the activity of the ZigBee 

module, the advanced door lock, and the sensor module. The term ZigBee module is utilized to 

allude to the correspondence module in ZigBee and sensor hub to allude to the coordinated hub 

comprising of ZigBee module, sensors, actuators, and other valuable circuits.  

A. System Overview: 

Smart advanced door lock is a system to screen and control a few gadgets in the home. Our 

shrewd computerized door lock system works over remote sensor organize. It is a system of 
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sensor hubs with advanced door lock as sink hub as appeared in Fig. 1. The keen computerized 

door lock system can be isolated into five sections: the control module, the engine module, the 

sensor module, the correspondence module and the I/O module. The control module comprises 

of MCU inserted in the advanced door lock, which is the mind of the system.  

The locking activity is constrained by the engine module. The correspondence module is for 

correspondence among gadgets and the control module. The client can access to the door lock 

system through I/O module. The I/O module incorporates RFID peruser and computerized dial 

pad for verification, TFT Touch LCD for controlling individual gadget and showing the pertinent 

data. When the client is confirmed by the system, client can screen and control the home 

machines from the focal control board [5–7]. To communicate with the guest, the door lock is 

furnished with camera module, amplifier, and speaker. The touch LCD is given at the two sides 

of the door. Therefore, client can without much of a stretch screen and cooperate with guest 

opposite side of the door through these gadgets.  

B. ZigBee Module: 

ZigBee module incorporates RF correspondence module and is utilized in computerized door 

lock and sensor hubs. Fig. 2 shows the structure of ZigBee moodule joined to home machines. 

The primary componets of ZigBee module are ZigBee handset and MCU. The ZigBee handset 

uses the business RF chip, which has a modem for actualizing the medium access control (MAC) 

and physical (PHY) layers of IEEE802.15.4 working in 2.4 GHz. MCU is a controller, which 

controls a ZigBee handset, and execute programs [3]. ZigBee contains a program memory for 

actualizing the MAC, a system layer, and an application layer. While PHY and MAC layers of 

the ZigBee stack design follows suggestions of IEEE802.15.4, interface of utilization layer is 

characterized by the ZigBee Alliance.  

 

Figure 2. ZigBee Module Connected to Home Appliances. 

C. Computerized Door Lock: 

The control module, I/O module, and the engine module live inside the advanced door lock. The 

advanced door lock is made out of a fundamental processor, a ZigBee module, door lock 

controller, CDMA module, camera module, card peruser, mouthpiece, and speaker. The control 

module is the mind of the system. The control module performs two significant capacities. 

Initially, it controls the door lock. Also, besides, it controls and screens whole system. 

Open/close catch in door lock controller initiates a computerized door lock for the open/close 

activities.  

The control module controls the engine drive circuit which works the engine as actuator. Card 

peruser is utilized for validation however cards and RFID labels. The touch LCD is utilized for 

entering and changing the verification secret word, changing the setting of sensor hubs, and 
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furthermore for showing pertinent data on the screen. The ZigBee module in computerized door 

lock is the interface between sensor hubs and the control module. The data between sensor hubs 

and control module is traded through ZigBee module. CDMA module is utilized to advise client 

about crisis circumstance through short message administration (SMS) and mixed media 

message administration (MMS). Lastly, amplifier, speaker and camera module is utilized for 

association among guest and client before opening the door. D. Sensor Module Sensor hubs are 

assigned two significant undertakings.  

The principal task is to screen the ecological condition around the home and second errand is to 

switch power status of home gadgets. For observing the ecological condition, for example, 

temperature, gas spillage, thievery, fire, etc., relating sensors are appended with ZigBee module. 

For gadgets which power status must be controlled, ZigBee module is went with ZigBee transfer 

module in sensor hub as appeared in Fig. 3. ZigBee transfer module is utilized for turning on or 

off the home apparatuses. The sensor hubs persistently transfer their present status and applicable 

information to the advanced door. Additionally, sensor hubs send reaction messages including 

activity results, as there are orders from advanced door lock [7]–[10].  

 

Figure 3. Structure of Digital Door Lock. 

OPERATION OF PROPOSED SMART DIGITAL DOOR LOCK SYSTEM 

A. Communication: 

Smart advanced door lock system works in two correspondence modes: incorporated mode and 

crisis mode. In concentrated mode, advanced door assumes the responsibility for generally 

speaking correspondence in the system and sensor hubs act as needs be as trained by door lock. 

This kind of correspondence is commonly done in ordinary circumstance when everything is 

good. This correspondence mode decreases pointless correspondence between sensor hubs and 

focal controller and furthermore spares vitality utilizations. Then again, when there is crisis 

circumstance, for example, theft or fire, the correspondence is in crisis mode. Endless supply of 

the crisis mode by the sensor hub, the individual move is made, for example, discharging water 

for fire, turning ringer on for robbery and promptly that occasion is accounted for to the door 

lock with no inception from door lock. Door lock thus reports the occasion to the end client 

through SMS or MMS.  

B. Keen Digital Door Lock System: 

Once the individual is verified through secret phrase or RFID tag, the door lock is opened and 

the LCD shows the status of various apparatuses in the home. Client can decide to change the 

present status of the machines or leave them all things considered. For the comfort of the end 

client, our system can work in two operational modes: manual and programmed. Brilliant 
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computerized door lock system can have three occasions: individual entering the home, 

individual leaving, and the crisis circumstance. Both operational modes will be clarified on the 

base of these occasions.  

C. Methods of Operation: 

Outgoing Event- Fig. 4 shows the stream graph for friendly occasion i.e., the instance of 

individual leaving the home. As advanced door lock is the exact opposite thing client will 

experience before going out, when the client presses the door lock button, door lock demand all 

sensors to send their new status and the touch LCD shows them on the screen. At first, the system 

goes into the manual mode. In manual modes, clients can look over the menu which home 

apparatus to turn on/off physically[3], [7], [9]. With manual mode in activity, the clients 

presently don't need to trouble of checking the status of individual home machines truly. He can 

leave everything for what its worth in his room lastly select which gadgets to divert on or off 

from the door.  

 

Figure 4. Flow Chart for Outgoing Event. 

On the off chance that client finds that TV is on, he can divert it off from the door. In the event 

that the client didn't contact LCD screen for certain measure of time in the wake of locking the 

door, at that point the system goes into programmed mode. For programmed mode to work, the 

need setting of gadget heretofore. The need setting here methods choosing which gadget ought 

to be on or off without client.  

The gadget with need 1 methods it ought to stay on and need 0 methods ought to be killed. Hence, 

client chooses which gadget ought to be turned here and there in his nonappearance through the 

touch LCD screen. This is one time process yet should be possible whenever felt vital. Along 
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these lines, when the system goes into programmed mode, it kills every one of those gadgets 

which need is 0 on the off chance that it is still on. With the execution of this mode, presently 

client doesn't have to make a fuss over the force status of the gadgets in his room at whatever 

point he leaves the home. He can leave lights and TV on when leaving the home. Our system in 

the long run turns them off.  

Incoming Event- The stream graph for approaching occasion i.e., individual entering the home. 

Approaching occasion can likewise be worked in manual and programmed mode. In the wake of 

being confirmed, the system opens the door. At that point the system demands the new status all 

things considered and checks for the crisis circumstance. On the off chance that there has been 

some crisis circumstance, the relating crisis message, for example, fire, thievery, and different 

other alarm messages are shown on LCD. In other case client can see the status of the room in 

the touch LCD. The current ecological state of home can be handily seen in the LCD. In the 

manual mode client can turn on/off the individual gadget however the touch LCD. Assume he 

finds the room is hot, in this way he can turn broadcasting live conditioner however the LCD.  

On the off chance that the client didn't contact LCD screen for a specific measure of time in the 

wake of opening the door, at that point our system goes into programmed mode. Here 

additionally, for programmed mode to work, to set the need setting of gadgets. Need here isn't 

the equivalent with the need utilized in past active occasion. Along these lines, the system stores 

two needs data for singular gadget. Here, the gadget with need 1 methods it ought to be on and 

need 0 methods ought to stay off. This is likewise one time process however should be possible 

whenever felt essential. Consequently, when the system goes into programmed mode, it turns on 

every one of those gadgets which need is 1 in the event that it is still off. Client can set need of 

gadgets, for example, climate control system and TV to 1 with the goal that they are on when 

client is at home [11], [12].  

Emergency Event- The system may experience crisis circumstance, for example, robbery, fire, 

etc. The stream diagram of crisis circumstance for both sensor hubs and advanced door. On 

recognizing the crisis circumstance by sensor hub, the relating data is promptly advised to the 

door lock. Additionally, at the interim, the sensor hub triggers the actuators for dealing with the 

present crisis circumstance. At the door lock side, in the wake of being educated about the crisis 

circumstance, the door lock sends the SMS to the client telling about the circumstance. The 

system additionally triggers the alert. For instance, sensor hub, saw when gas spilled, transmits 

flow circumstance through a door lock, downs the intensity of electric home machines associated 

with hubs by passing on a sign.  

Relay Node- Using the keen advanced home server, that home computerization will be fulfilled. 

Be that as it may, there is as yet an issue of RF signal force constriction every now and again 

happened at indoor condition, for example, home or office. This problematic RF sign would be 

more awful at home which small scale broiler and purchaser gadgets utilizing comparable 

recurrence groups exist. So as to help solid RF signal transmission, ZigBee RF repeaters is 

fabricated which are orchestrated in the passage of each room. Likewise, these hubs can be 

utilized to bolt and open the door of each room.  

DESIGN OF SMART DIGITAL DOOR LOCK SYSTEM 

A model system for home computerization is executed that dependent on advanced door lock 

with ZigBee organize convention. The execution of focal controller of our shrewd computerized 

door lock system. Anyone picked and redesigned one of business door lock items. The entirety 

of the control circuits for locking and opening of door were reconstructed into our AVR 

controller based ZigBee system. The interface between the client and the system is given by the 

touch LCD. Client inputs the secret key for verification through this interface. Likewise, LCD 

shows the state of the home. Client can screen and control the home condition from this interface. 

Our exchanging module used to switch buyer hardware at home. As appeared in the figure, the 

regular electric connector is associated with ZigBee transfer module mounted on sensor hub. 

This exchanging module is use to turn the force on and off as indicated by orders conveyed from 

the shrewd computerized door lock server.  
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CONCLUSION 

In this paper, a novel home mechanization system is introduced that depends on ZigBee which 

coordinates the home security with home computerization. Our proposed system misuses the 

ZigBee's full limit with regards to observing and controlling home condition and condition 

through the advanced door lock. Since our proposed system is worked over remote sensor 

arrange, it is a modest, adaptable, and effectively installable system with no overhead, for 

example, cautious arranging, cabling, and development works. 
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